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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an improved model for the monitoring of power used by a party such as household users and different industries in Pakistan. The power theft detection was done using the intelligent internet of things (IoT) service system for calculating the user's power simultaneously. The power meter catches a theft detection device that is instantly transmitted to the central system which compares both the data by means of microcontroller and if there is any difference found, it informs the power utility about the hooking, meter relief or theft activities happen. Information of the theft detection through the global mobile communications system is transmitted and notified theft is displayed on the terminal monitor or won. As a result, although consumers continue to use excess fuel, the customer's power supply is cut in the electricity boards segment. The general radio package module system sends central circuit and meter data via an internet protocol address to a web server. GSM's IoT based perception is used to monitor the power supply and billing information calculated with a microcontroller continuously with the determination of the electricity table area. With this unit, the duplicate user can be located at the rear of the electricity office with the power meter status.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of electricity, it has become an essential part of our life. From the first electric bulb by Edison to the Tesla coil we humans have come a long way. Currently every little appliance operates on electricity from the electric toothbrush to huge motors [1]. Every year power theft is a major issue in the global power grid network, and it is both illegal and strictly forbidden. Pakistan is under develop country which has energy crisis, as everyday there is loadsheding of around 10 to 12 hrs and one of the causes of this issue is also power theft. In recent years, power theft has emerged as the most severe and widespread problem, resulting in major losses for electric utilities. As a consequence of the value of considering this problem, prices have been raised to resolve and overcome these losses [2]. According to the different statistics provided by the WAPDA, Pakistan, they suffer each year more than 53 billion rupees per year.
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(0.3 million USD) of power theft. The power theft across the globe is highest in Russia, which has the 16.2 million USD loss per year. According to the statistics Brazil has the second highest loss of 10.5$, where as USA with the total loss of 6 million$ has the third and India with total loss of 5.10 million$ secured the forth highest per year. Power theft is the illegal use of electricity without a contract with the supplier. Illegal connections by electricity consumers cost power providers a large amount of money. Electricity theft is described as "a dishonest or unlawful use of electricity or service with the intent not to have a billing charge [3]." It's difficult to differentiate between truthful and dishonest consumers. They will never be able to completely eradicate fraud, but they can take steps to detect, deter, and remove it [4].

The implications of technical losses in generation, transmission, and distribution networks, as well as the overall performance of power networks, are being studied by power utilities. Since consumers are unaware of their energy usage before their electricity bills arrive, energy monitoring is possible. Electricity supply must be reliable, quality and secured. To do so, utilities need to have better information about the operation and the state of the distribution networks. For this to materialize, in the future, there will be an increasing penetration of distributed generation connected to customer’s premises and a shift from the traditional dominant large central power plants electricity generation concept to more complex power delivery [5]. Generation, transmission, and distribution networks all suffer from operational losses. Though generation losses can theoretically be established, transmission and distribution losses cannot be accurately measured using the data sent at the end [6]. It illustrates the existence of non-technical parameters in transmission and distribution lines for electricity. Power dissipation losses on transmission lines, transformers, and other power system components typically occur randomly [7].

The cumulative energy bill and the overall load are used to measure transmission and distribution technical losses. Despite the advancement of technology, illegal activity is also on the rise. With a professional look, Power theft is a serious offense that has far-reaching consequences for a country's economy. Non-technical power pilferage losses contribute to a large portion of the annual losses in the energy sector, which total about 25 billion dollars in world currency [8]. Electricity theft is a social problem that must be stopped at all costs. To make the most productive use of the generated electricity, power consumption and losses must be closely monitored. This system prevents unauthorized power use. At this point in technological growth, the issue of illegal electricity use can be solved using GSM and internet of thing (IoT) without human intervention. The client and the supplier have an arrangement in which the customer pays for the energy he uses. However, nearly 32% of electrical power consumed in India is not paid for, meaning that the consumer is cheated, necessitating the creation of a scheme to address this problem. This system primarily consists of a microcontroller, sensors, and an IoT module for detecting electricity theft and sending a message to an approved electricity management agency. Remote access to device functionality is included in today's submission. Connecting a device (energy meter) to the internet with efficiency [9] is one method of accomplishing the task. This device would save a significant amount of energy and provide power to a greater number of customers. The electricity board section uses an IoT-based concept to continuously track power consumption in the area. Power theft causes major impact on electricity system and institutions are:
- Theft of electricity leads to loss of income for the utility/institution
- Because of the undesirable load of the transformer, it causes blackouts or brownouts
- Property damage to the utilities, such as distribution transformers, protective instruments
- Increased losses in transmission and distribution due to cable and wire tampering

2. TECHNIQUES OF ELECTRICITY THEFT

There are numerous reasons for power theft, including high kilowatt-hour and secondary electricity charges, a consumer's low subsistence level, tax purposes, law enforcement's lack of accountability, economic crisis, and resulting increased poverty [10], [11]. Several power theft techniques are discussed as:
- Direct connection from the pole: Because the metres and equipment in this category are for 220 V systems, where the customers are largely residences and small enterprises, a direct connection from the pole is much easier than for high-voltage systems. Now, at least more securely, a pair of rubber gloves might provide all the protection needed and a lever and all the required equipment, in contrast to climbing up the HV lines. This is by far the most popular electric theft method.
- Use of Remote: On the market, there are certain remote controls that slow down the metre speed.
- Phase-to-phase connection: This is comparable to utilising an additional neutral line, with the exception that at 240 or 380 volts, the system voltage becomes the phasemagnitude voltage.
- Using alternate neutral lines: The single-phase system usually just has one cable coming into a residence, the hot line. Neutral (electrically linked to the earth) is normally grounded and occasionally generic via
the base of the building. So if a person manages to employ a tiny transformer and use it as "neutral," the metre that utilises the same neutral source reads down the input voltage to a decreased unit count.

- Meter tampering/breaking seal: This is quite similar to what happens with the HV metres.
- Other methods of electricity theft include: Detect a paying consumer nearby, damage to metre boxes and slow the spinning discs in the metre box using magnets [12].

3. RELATED WORK

The use of the high voltage distribution system (HVDS) was highlighted as a source of power and energy theft. The voltage line is normally 230v, but it must be increased to 350v by a voltage regulator, which is why it is 350v, but when it arrives at delivery, the voltage is again lowered by 230v alternative current (alternating current). The supply can be in 3 or 1 phases, depending on the load. The supply and consumption of energy determines a country's economic growth [13].

Power line communications (PLC) provides a range of new data transfer services that do not require the use of external cables [14]. Electricity tampering and safety have become a major concern for government agencies around the world as power prices have risen. Electric metering and energy theft have grown in popularity, particularly in populous countries like India and China [15]. The supervisory mechanism for power theft is the AMR (automatic metering system). The following are the key pathways of AMR; power supply, sensors, and controlling process are all included in the system meter module. Data transmission, telemetry, and loading systems are all examples of communication systems. The host modem for the PLC should be the same. The energy disparity between the host PLC modem and the PLC modem error arises if unlawful load is allowed [16]. The smart energy meter has been proposed as a revolutionary arrangement to encourage moderation and lower utility costs in recent years [17].

Electronic meters are used to keep track of how much electricity is used. It’s a two-way touch that detects any power theft or power system problem [18]. A box is set up two meters away from the transmission and reception points. Around the head are current outlets, inspectors, and consumers. When shoplifting occurs, the current flow changes, and the inspector issues an alert to track the power theft. In this paper, the detection of fraud is addressed [19]. Smart meters make it possible to interpret non-technical loss functions, which were previously difficult. The smart meter also has functions that measure energy consumption and help consumers better understand their behavior [20]. We can use intelligent meters to track power theft in this way. Assume that the number of people staying in an apartment is \( n \). An inspector box must be installed in the center, and the transmission and reception sides must be separated by two meters. The present passes into the hands of the head, the inspector, and the consumers. If theft occurs, the current flow shifts, and the inspector issues a warning, allowing us to keep track of power theft [21], but our proposed system will have improved efficiency and will be economical as shown in Table 1.

Electronic meters are used to keep track of how much electricity is used. It’s a two-way touch that detects any power theft or power system problem [18]. A box is set up two meters away from the transmission and reception points. Around the head are current outlets, inspectors, and consumers. When shoplifting occurs, the current flow changes, and the inspector issues an alert to track the power theft. In this paper, the detection of fraud is addressed [19]. Smart meters make it possible to interpret non-technical loss functions, which were previously difficult. The smart meter also has functions that measure energy consumption and help consumers better understand their behavior [20]. We can use intelligent meters to track power theft in this way. Assume that the number of people staying in an apartment is \( n \). An inspector box must be installed in the center, and the transmission and reception sides must be separated by two meters. The present passes into the hands of the head, the inspector, and the consumers. If theft occurs, the current flow shifts, and the inspector issues a warning, allowing us to keep track of power theft [21], but our proposed system will have improved efficiency and will be economical as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/NO</th>
<th>Methods used for controlling</th>
<th>Reliability of system</th>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Efficiency of system</th>
<th>Methods used for controlling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Detection identification based on HDVS system</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Detection identification based on HDVS system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Using PLC</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Using PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Using smart meter</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Using smart meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Proposed power theft detection system</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Proposed power theft detection system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Many people engaged in illegal power theft in Pakistan, such as taping lines at events without permission, bypassing the meter, and so on. All the transmission lines are very old in Pakistan and it is very easy for peoples to do it so, as it is necessary to prevent electricity theft because many peoples and industries are at the loss because of this issue. IoT is a relatively modern technology [22]. Our proposed system states to identify power theft in real time also provide information about the nearest location of electricity theft as shown in Figure 1. This system has an online database that records all information about the delivery system, as well as the time and date [23]. The transmitted electricity, the voltage absorbed at a pole, and the electric pole serial number are all included in these figures. The voltage is measured against the passage of time. The pole number tells us where power theft is most likely to occur.

After the generation of electricity in power plant by means of turbines it is stepped-up and transmitted to transmission substation, where it is further transmitted to distribution substations. Hence,
Power theft cannot be done in generation and transmission system, but it is possible in distribution system [24]. Hence, we have installed our central circuit on distribution transformer to measure the actual current value as well installed at consumer end which sends data through GSM to central circuit where the actual value of current and collective value of current received from consumer end are compared by means of microcontroller. If there is any difference between the actual and end users’ current values, it means that theft is detected, and a text message is sent to authorize person through GSM else the same process will be in operation continuously.

![Figure 1. Implementation scienccario of proposed theft detection system](image)

Power theft is an unlawful method of collecting energy for different purposes, resulting in substantial losses for successful businesses. Every year, almost $25 billion is lost around the world. By calculating the energy given and subtracting the actual amount of energy charged, losses can be measured. Electricity theft can be accomplished in a variety of ways, including bypassing a meter, modifying meters, billing irregularities, and unpaid accounts. Various scientific and non-technical approaches for detecting electric theft have been implemented in the past. Identification of clients with a suspect load profile is one example of a nontechnical technique. Periodic inspections can help to reduce robberies, but such measures necessitate a large workforce and a lot of hard work [25]. It fails in the majority of cases due to the staff’s dishonesty.

4.1. Block diagram

The circuit is composed of a microcontroller ATMEGA328P, GSM, LCD and hall effect current sensor as shown in Figure 2. Meters should not be used for high currents because hall effect current sensors perform a current sensing. Two hall effect controllers are used, one of which is connected to the load side for the charging of the current and the other hall effect current sensor is connected to supply terminals for the evaluation of the current supplied by the source. The proposed method asserts that power theft and the nearest location of theft can be detected in real time. The system has an online database that records the data of the delivery system combined with the time and date. These statistics include transmission of electricity, voltage consumption at the bars and serial no electric pole. The voltage value is measured by time. The pole number shows us where the power theft is located. The important aspect of this circuit is the ATMEGA328P microprocessor. The current signal is acquired through a bridge rectifier from two hall effect current sensors. Then the conditional operator equals these two current magnitudes. Since the two hall effect current sensors disclose essentially identical numbers if there is no theft load. The system here is healthy. The microcontroller ATMEGA328P can not access the current signal. The hall effect current sensors therefore just need to be attached to a voltage source. In this scenario, the current signal must be translated into a voltage signal. The resistor can be linked to voltage in series. The ATMEGA328P microprocessor receives resistance and voltage information. Since the secondary current sensor Hall Effect is never able to open the circuit, a resistor is employed. Adjustments to the comparable current may be performed. Calibration can also be performed by connecting different loads, calculating different voltages and currents, and turning a current signal into a voltage signal with a correction system. The output over the resistor linked to the rectifier circuit, when the rectifier transforms the AC to a DC signal, can be used as a voltage signal. The input of the bridge corrector is attached to the side of the hall effect sensor. This voltage signal is received by the ATMEGA328P microcontroller and the calibration measures the related current. This translates the current signal from the current hall effect sensor into a voltage signal to access the microcontroller ATMEGA328P.

If the hall effect current sensor is connected on the loading side, the same protocol is use. The aim of this program is to gain access to the voltage signals produced by the rectifier circuits. The software defines the condition for comparing voltage magnitudes. If the difference exceeds the specified number, the condition has been broken, and the control will switch to the SMS and email warning functions.
5. RESEARCH METHOD
5.1. Software development & Implementation
Flow charts
a. Centre flow chart

The chart in Figure 3 illustrates the working process of central circuit. As it starts, first we declare and initialize variables like bit variable, it has values of 1 or 0, strings, integers (saves integers). Furthermore, we also initiate some modules like universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) which is used for GSM connectivity because both are having transmitters and receivers & connect them in inverse fashion for better communication between them therefore, we also maintain same speed at both ends. In addition, ADC is also initiated because it converts analog signal to digital signal as microcontroller cannot read analog signal. Afterwards, we read ACS 712 sensor by means of analog channel as we have given the output of sensor to analog channel 0, thus we read this analog channel 0 and it gives us a number, so we find voltage from that given number and then find current.

Moreover, we have also developed a block for GSM which will receive values and after decoding we will get the overall current value sent by individuals. Now after getting both the actual value of central circuit and houses we can decide, if there is no difference between actual current and current value of houses it means that no theft is detected so if log time is not reached the same cycle will be in progress & if log time is reached then data will be sent to server. However, if there is a difference between both these current values it means that theft is detected, and message will be sent to authorize person & the process will be recycled.
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6.1. Display of no illegal load

The given figure describes that when there is no theft occurred mean when there is no difference between supply voltage and actual voltage, the graph shown on oscilloscope will be normal and shows 0.8Vpp as it is shown in Figure 6 (a). This graph illustrates that there is no difference found between house and central circuit’s value and the conditional operators on MCU detected no variance. This simulation shown in Figure 6 (b) shows when there was any theft, the house circuit sending data to central circuit for further process to compare it with the actual load. The entire connected house circuits send data to central circuit and collectively it is compared with actual value by means of microcontroller. There difference between both values occurred and “Suspected Theft” on both center and house circuits’ LCDs as well a command was sent to GSM to send text message to authorized person.

![Figure 6. These figures are; (a) normal load when there is no illegal load, (b) theft load ON](image)

6.2. Display of illegal load

When there is illegal load connected to the normal load the above graph shows such type of result as it as shown in Figure 7. This graph value is noted 1.6Vpp which is doubled as normal value when no theft was there. This result describes that there was a difference between the supply voltage of consumer side and actual voltage which means that there was an illegal connection. Reviewing the general concepts of Energy theft its types and detection methods. Moreover, we also discussed the previous work done in power theft using IoT. Thus, we developed a system named IoT based power theft detection system which is designed because of the flaws in the previous work like, HVD system efficiency was poor, PLC system was not much reliable while smart metering was costly & some deficiencies in IoT based detection systems. To avoid these flaws, we developed a smart system which requires no human contact, reliable, highly efficient and less costly to stop power theft.

![Figure 7. Demonstration of illegal load](image)
7. CONCLUSION

We have concluded in this paper that the proposed theft detection system is used to solve major issues with existing electric supply systems, such as energy waste, power theft, and so on. The distributor will be aware of how much power in that area is to be used or how much energy will be stolen by people in that area if this system is used. The difference between current values exceeds a certain threshold, an automatic message is sent to the appropriate authority and displayed on circuit LCDs, as well as data being sent from the power utility side to an online web server. It uses the GSM module to send the SMS to the distributor, and the proposed system will be digitally alert or send data to a remote station using the GSM module. Some governments, such as Pakistan's, have proposed the development of intelligent cities based on the use of IoT related sensors, which are already being used in operational energy management, transportation, waste disposal, and resource conservation strategies around the world.
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